We are recommending Jerry Eaves be re-elected to his seat as Supervisor of the San Bernardino County Board of Education. Eaves has served his district very well and cannot be afforded a different type of leadership. Eaves has had to fit into some of these type of statements when I served on the School Board and they are not easily understood. Eaves has used his office to promote the dollars to the area that otherwise would not have come. Eaves has allowed his staff to be a resource to any one in the community who needs assistance. His appointment of Cheryl Brown to the planning Commission has served the citizens of San Bernardino well. She is currently the Vice Chair to the California State Planners Association. He has appointed many African American elected officials in our area Black or White. He is compassionate, caring, and a man that truly believes in equality in every way possible.

We are recommending the 60th Assembly District seat. Quintero has proven herself as a Naval Officer. He has been a community activist and seen an array of support to be there for the community. She can be counted on to report when needed. Vote Quintero for Assembly 60th District.

We are recommending the re-election of Cristobal Baca to his seat in the 44th Congressional District. Baca is being more inclusive in the community. He is a leader that listens to the constituents that he represents. He continues to support the bills that build a foundation for the future and the only way that people of color will be a resource to any one in the community. He can be counted on to report when needed. Vote Baca for the 44th Congressional District.

We are recommending the re-election of Bernadette Burks to the Moreno Valley City Unified School District. Burks has served the parents and children of this district as well as represented throughout the state. Burks has taken hard stances for taxpayers and parents. She has been defeatist with making educational and involving the community in her education mission. As the assistant superintendent Ana Ruiz once said, she is a fabulous and conscientious leader who believes her education is the road to higher education is the way the future and the only way.

We are recommending the 43rd Assembly District seat. Rod Pacheco continues to support legislation that builds the growing community. Pacheco has had trouble with the African American community in making statements that divide Blacks and Latinos, something we can afford because it will take all to erase the problems from our society. Even though he has tried to make amends only time and actions will heal the wounds. Vote Pacheco for Assembly 43rd District. We are recommending Jerry Eaves be re-elected to his seat as Supervisor of the San Bernardino County Board of Education. Eaves has served his district very well and cannot be afforded a different type of leadership. Eaves has had to fit into some of these type of statements when I served on the School Board and they are not easily understood. Eaves has used his office to promote the dollars to the area that otherwise would not have come. Eaves has allowed his staff to be a resource to any one in the community who needs assistance. His appointment of Cheryl Brown to the planning Commission has served the citizens of San Bernardino well. She is currently the Vice Chair to the California State Planners Association. He has appointed many African American elected officials in our area Black or White. He is compassionate, caring, and a man that truly believes in equality in every way possible.
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To Be Equal

Hugo B. Price
National Urban League President

"I'm raising my bloody hands!"

You've seen the ghastly picture that flashed around the world last Friday by now, haven't you?

Is that the young Palestinian, standing there in the window of the wrecked police station in Ramallah on the West Bank, screaming to the mob below as he holds up his blood-stained hands?

Apparently, he has just helped kill two Israeli reserve soldiers in the room behind him, and he's proud of it.

While many of us around the world look at the youthful face and the blood of a killer and reel in shock.

We are immediately stunned at what seems to be the incomprehensible barbarity of it.

And then we realize that we've seen this young man, this pose, and this picture before.

No, of course, it wasn't the same young man, not in the same place and in the same pose.

But—amid the worldwide economic boom of the just-finished decade, amid all the fascination that the combined force of the Internet and the market dynamics of globalization are bringing the peoples of the world closer together, amid all the affluence we in the United States enjoy—we've seen this picture many times throughout the 1990s.

We've seen it in Indonesia and other parts of the Asian continent. We've seen it in Rwanda and other parts of Black Africa. We've seen it in Mexico and Colombia and other parts of South and Central America. We've seen it in Bosnia and Croatia and Serbia, where the killing fields were littered with bodies. We've seen it among the neo-Nazis in Germany. We've seen it in Northern Ireland. And we've seen it in the United States, too, in the faces of those who bombed the Federal building in Oklahoma City, and in the faces of those who bombed the World Trade Center in New York.

The world is again at a fury, as it was in the 1990s. And the hand of a killer and the hand of a victim stand behind it—what so recently can drive us to despair at the tragedy it brings.

With every act itself and the traditions of conflict — of the twelve-year-old boys and soldiers only a few years older who will no longer be sacrificed to the war, that should be clear to every American. So, every American eligible to vote should vote this November. Vote for the candidates of your choice. Vote to show the world that the very return to violence and the hand of a killer and the hand of a victim stand behind it—is what stands between a fractious, unhealthy, civil debate and chaos.

In this moment when the cordon of violence in the Middle East is again at a fury, that should be clear to every American.

We're now in the midst of one of the American nation's great civil exercises: the presidential election. For those given to a fashionable cynicism that the vote has no meaning, that there is no real choice to be made, that it's all just a lot of sound and fury signifying nothing. I say look at what has happened in Serbia and what has happened in Israel and the West Bank this month.

Our right to vote—both the very act itself and the traditions that stand behind it—is what stands between a fractious, unhealthy, civil debate and chaos. In this moment when the cordon of violence in the Middle East is again at a fury, that should be clear to every American.

So, every American eligible to vote should vote this November. Vote for the candidates of your choice. Vote to show the world that there is a civil way to resolve seemingly intractable differences. Vote so that twelve-year-old boys and soldiers only a few years older will no longer be sacrificed to the war. Vote because to vote is the only way to stand for a future of peace. Vote because your life and the lives of everyone on earth depend on it.

Vote No on Measure M.

We feel that if they are displaced they promise to replace incumbent George Aguilar with a person who feels people are lake that San Bernardino sits on. However, experts have said the location of the lakes, but Aguilar and others do. We feel that if they are displaced by the lake, the incumbents should be replaced by folks who feel people are lake the incumbents.

We recall Matthew K Owens to replace incumbent George Aguilar. We have always supported George Aguilar has decided to displace an entire family.

We feel the City Attorney should be accountable to the people. We feel that if they are displaced they promise to replace incumbent George Aguilar with a person who feels people are lake that San Bernardino sits on. However, experts have said the location of the lakes, but Aguilar and others do. We feel that if they are displaced by the lake, the incumbents should be replaced by folks who feel people are lake the incumbents.

We recommend Matthew K. Owens for City Clerk of Rich's. McGee is running unopposed for this position because of the conflict — of the twelve-year-old boys and soldiers only a few years older who will no longer be sacrificed to the war, that should be clear to every American.

Our right to vote—both the very act itself and the traditions that stand behind it—is what stands between a fractious, unhealthy, civil debate and chaos. In this moment when the cordon of violence in the Middle East is again at a fury, that should be clear to every American.
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Lift Every Voice and Vote

Racial Folkways During Desegregation

Desegregation Legislation (1965) to present

Racial segregation (the social and physical separation of the races) was legal up to the 1960's. It was a deeply entrenched and powerful institution in the United States, affecting nearly every aspect of life. The Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibited discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin in employment, public accommodations, and other areas, was a significant step toward desegregation. The Voting Rights Act of 1965, which prohibited voting practices that disenfranchiseed minority voters, was another important development. The Civil Rights Movement, led by figures such as Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X, played a critical role in challenging and ultimately dismantling segregation. However, the legacy of segregation continues to shape American society today.

Touch-Screen Voting Basics

Q: What is touch-screen voting?
A: Touch-screen voting is the most common type of electronic voting system used in the United States.

Q: What are some concerns with touch-screen voting?
A: Some concerns include the risk of voter fraud, the potential for equipment malfunctions, and the difficulty of verifying the accuracy of votes.

Q: What is the future of touch-screen voting?
A: The future of touch-screen voting is uncertain, as some states and localities are exploring alternative methods of voting.

Proscriptions

Proposition 32

Ballot Title: Revenue Bond Act of 2000

This act provides for a bond issue of five hundred million dollars to provide farm and home aid for California residents.

CITY OF SAN BERNARDINO

City of San Bernardino Adopt New City Charter

Mr. Mayor elected in November, 2000; may be re-elected for up to three years. If approved by 55% local vote. City of San Bernardino Adopt New City Charter

Inland Empire National Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA)

We reserve the right to edit or rewrite all stories and articles.

Hardy & Cheryl Brown

Members of

Newspaper Publishers Association

Politics in the making is the way a lot of things happen in this country," said Eddie Williams, president of the Black Economic Development and Community Council (BAMPAC), a conservative group located in Washington, D.C. "The issues are not decided by the people in the governance of our society. It is not the people who run our society, but those who represent us and, in effect, tell those people what we want. And we don't always have a choice of who those people are.

In addition to using their voices and their votes, African Americans must also pay their money where their mouth is. We have a lot of money to allocate, an estimated one-third of the country's income is African American, according to the Congressional Research Service. If we are going to be a part of the decision-making process, we must use our dollars to our advantage.

"Unfortunately, whatever national politics or policies affect us are not being represented by African Americans with the same zeal as their white counterparts. It is time for us to take a stand and use our political power to make a difference," said Williams.

The state of the country's public welfare system is also critical to the health and well-being of African Americans. With an increasingly global economy, everyone must be prepared to compete with people from all over the world. "Unfortunately, whatever national policies affect us are not being represented by African Americans with the same zeal as their white counterparts. It is time for us to take a stand and use our political power to make a difference," said Williams.
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Wright has selected Marco Sortillon to receive the Utility's commerce Business, from Home, Do you Have... Would you prefer to vote 1n Riverside County?... W. Hugh Layton, J.D. (909) 781-0198 Bus/Fax (909) 217-4306

Unique Hair Weaving

By ELYNCE

Hollywood Re-Salon, Rogers
Hair Cuts Flat Iron Monday
Tuesday Wednesday
By Appointment By Appointment
Corner of Poinsetia and Moreno Valley (909) 244-5166

Pacemakers of Prudential California Realty

The real estate professional team working for you

Riverside (909) 797-2991

Voting in Riverside County?... United States citizens, 18 years or older, who are registered to vote in Riverside County on or before October 10...

Q: Why must you go to your new polling place and how many polling centers will I still have to vote in the presidential election?... A: No, but you must still register to vote on or before October 10...

Q: I have become a United States citizen. Can I still vote in this election?... A: You can vote in the presidential election, so long as you obtain citizenship and register to vote by the October 10 registration deadline...

Q: I recently moved, but I have not yet registered. Can I vote in this election?... A: Yes, but you must go to your new voting location and register to vote by the October 10 registration deadline...

Q: What do I do on election day?... A: The polls are open on Election Day, November 7th, from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. But you can also vote before then. Early voting takes place from October 27th to October 30th at three major shopping malls and at the Registrar of Voters office during regular business hours...

Q: When do I go to vote?... A: Your polling location will be included on the back of your sample ballot. You can also log on to the Registrar's website at www.registervote.com or by calling (909) 773-1010...

Q: May I vote at the Registrar's office?... A: Yes, you can vote from 6 a.m. to 5 p.m., October 18 through November 7...

Q: How may I obtain an update to a district result?... A: Visit the website, www.registervote.com or call (909) 773-1010.

Vote for BERNADETTE BURKS
MORENO VALLEY UNIFIED SCHOOL BOARD

Berndtte Burks is

• Independent, obligated to

• PAC or any other special interest group

• Experienced

• Fiscally responsible

• A knowledgeable, proven leader

• An expert on Special Education and other school programs

• Brought Strategic Planning to this District

• Listens to all viewpoints, not just some

• Believes in a strong curriculum

• Wants smaller classes and more qualified teachers

Vote for quality education and continued improving test scores. We're finally on the right track. Don't let special interest groups de-rail us!

Re-elect Burks on Nov. 7, 2000

Paid for by Re-elect Burks Committee
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Hidden Beach Records Launches Internship Program

Cabazon Band Announces $200 Million Expansion of Fantasy Springs Resort

By David Burch

The Cabazon Band of Mission Indians has announced plans for a $200 million expansion of its Fantasy Springs Resort near Indio, CA.

In keeping with its commitment to being both a prosperous enterprise and as a successful, innovative entertainment outlet, Hidden Beach Records (HBR) home to standout newcomer Jill Scott and accomplished performer Brenda Russell, officially announces its National College Tour Program, USA 2000. According to Steve McKeever, HBR's president and CEO, the program is dedicated to organizing and promoting a 13-city tour in all major U.S. markets


The next development phase will include the following: A 324-room, four-star hotel comprised of two seven-story towers totaling 252,554 square feet. This hotel project is estimated at $60 million; an 18-boutichampionship golf course, estimated at $15 million; A 4,200-seat concert arena and entertainment areas with unusual slope sweeping. This two-level complex comprised of 654,466 square feet will be host to concerts, special events and conventions. This center is estimated at $75 million. A Phase 2 expansion of the existing 24-lane Fantasy Lanes Family Bowling Center. An additional 15,734 square feet will bring the capacity up to a championship level of 40 lanes. This is a $3 million project. A 1,200-seat multi-purpose conference center to be constructed between the proposed hotel and existing facility. This is a $1.3 million project. A six-level garage with covered parking to accommodate 975 automobiles for most guests. This is an $11 million project; A 35,000-square-foot freestanding sons gaming pavilion with more than 200,000 square feet of resort landscape area to include tropical water features and lagoon. This is a $6.4 million project. Expansion of Fantasy Springs Parkway and upgrading of road infrastructure to accommodate increased traffic. This is estimated at $10 million.

UTV Launches Peep Dss Urban Music Video Television

Los Angeles

UTV announced the launch of "Peep Dss," an urban music video cable television program, that will air weekly each Sunday in 5.2 million households throughout Southern California from San Diego to San Francisco. The 30-minute show that utilizes the "continuous engagement promotion broadcast" format by integrating commercial music videos with established and emerging artists with celebrity interviews, product giveaways, contests, and on-location broadcasts. This format maximizes viewer interest thereby enhancing the program's advertising effectiveness. Mark S. Rieze, creator-producer and show host remarks, "Peep Dss" delivers a winning formula that captivates our audience and presents channel surfing during commercial breaks. Our viewers will directly interface with the program by responding to advance promotion and promotion throughout the half-hour via an 800 number (800-424-4512), or online during viewer choice segments such as "Peep or Skip." This program is the first independent urban television venture since Don Cornelius' "Jive Time and I truly believe that we are filling an important niche in urban programming. Our viewers will be kept informed on urban music, fashion and lifestyles.

Law Offices of Larry J. Brookers

Criminal Defense Attorney

14360 Bella Vista Way, Suite 260
Diamond Bar• 3833 Brea Canyon Road • Suite 297
(909) 444-5839

NOW YOU CAN BE AT Tom Joyner's wedding even if you weren't invited.

For more information on NUE-TV's FREEVIEW weekend, call us at 1-800-424-NUETV

You're on the guest list during NUE-TV's FREEVIEW weekend. October 20-22.

Your invitation probably just got lost in the mail. No problem. You can still see the Mexican wedding of red-hot radio host Tom Joyner and fitness guru Donna Dixon with NUE-TV's FREEVIEW weekend. Not just any week at all but the hit of all the hit movies, original shows, popular series and more. It's a weekend that'll touch your heart — from the network that's setting a new standard in urban entertainment.

NEW NATIONAL ANTHEM

Feel it all over.

Get Paid At Home
Ten companies that need INFORMATION WORKERS in Nevada. Call (801) 789-4488.
Frankly Speaking with

Terri Jordan-Wilmer

Terri Jordan-Wilmer is a professional organization with members from Riverside and San Bernardino counties and Janet Long as President of the California group is happy to host the conference in the city of Riverside. We welcome all the attendees and their speakers. Richard O. Jones and Dr. Shirley Nash Wood. For more information call Will Long at 666-2768.

Don't forget that the Black American Political Association (BAPAC) will host a fund raiser for Ron Olson who is running for Congress in Palm Springs and Ben Body who is running for City Council in Victorville. It will be held at 1911 South Composition Drive, East Suite 313, San Bernardino on Friday evening from 6 - 8 PM. Donation is $5.00 each. For more information call 666-865.

DON'T FORGET TO VOTE!
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Oscar, Emmy & Tony Winners Honored at Diversity Awards

TONY AWARDS
On Monday, October 25, 2003, "The Exorcist" star Linda Blair was honored at the 8th annual Diversity Awards presented by Multicultural Marketing Professionals Association (MMPA). The event will be held at the Regent Beverly Wilshire Hotel in Beverly Hills, beginning at 6:00 p.m.

Tony Blair was among the Executive Committee members of the MMPA. His year's honorees include Emmy Award-winning actor Emilio Estevez, receiving the Integrity Award; Billy Dee Williams, the Lifetime Achievement honoree; Academy Award-winning James Coburn, the Honorary Award; Emmy Award-winning actress Halle Berry, the Spirit Award; Academy Award winner Pierce Brosnan, and nominees Diane Ladd, the DeValle Award, and Greg Kinnear, the Beverly Award.

BNV Readers Speak Out: What's On Your Mind?

In a couple of years, when I'm old enough to vote, my political identity will definitely be the parties of Lincoln.

Thap, because the Democratic agenda is really just New Job stuff. For real, the Democratic Party was founded by clairvoyants (Franklin, Jefferson, and Jackson). When clairvoyants rise to the top of the party, they believe in the m新型 collective leadership leading up to the 1860 civil war and the presidency. I'm a Democrat, the controlled southern states, and we wanted to keep the North; also, when the Civil War, the Ku Klux Klan was founded by, and nearly all of its members, were Democrats. When President Franklin was dead of the miltary; the most famous candidate came from his fellow Democrat, and when Congress was drafting the Civil Rights Act of 1866 there was a combined effort by Democrats - to turn it into a Paper Tiger. When Clinton got caught lying under oath doing his deposition for a CIVIL RIGHTS trial; (and the Black Leadership) said that it was so stupid because Clinton's lies were just about sex. But when Keith Lockhart got into jail for 15 years in July, the local leadership said he got the shaft because these girls lost work doing his trial. The argument was about whether their irresponsible conduct was by choice; or the girls lied about it after Monsey and Poppy were totally harmless because they were doing it with a Black dude. If those girls did what was done, it had to be OK because; just like Clinton, the girls were 'just about sex' and our self-proclaimed leadership can't be both ways.

Democrats tell the African-American community that standardized tests in the schools are biased in favor of other students. But here's what they're really saying. African-Americans are intellectually - and generally - inferior to everybody else; you know. the classic statement of the 18th and 19th centuries: Negroes, Siamese.

Lies. Look is done. If we're in the same classroom as other kids, we taught from the same lesson plan as everyone else in the class (and did) the same homework assignments in the rest of the class; and take the same tests as everyone else, how can the tests be biased against us?
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Lies. Look is done. If we're in the same classroom as other kids; we taught from the same lesson plan as everyone else in the class (and did) the same homework assignments in the rest of the class; and take the same tests as everyone else, how can the tests be biased against us?

For most, some Black kids don't do so well on tests, but a huge factor in the problem is that they (and maybe their parents) think that education ends with high school or college; it's not important to study and do homework; the goal is to get through school and get on to what maybe someone's going to call you names because you can't care about what's going on in your life, you know. the Upset-Neat-Minded.

In reality, our brain as Americans - or, as individuals - will be determined by choices WE make.

Sometimes a phone is as essential as food and water. That's why Pacific Bell offers Universal Lifeline Service to qualifying low-income customers, with savings of 50% on Flat Rate Service or Measured Rate Service per month. No matter where you live within a Pacific Bell service area, you can have affordable access to local phone usage, emergency and operator services, and even long distance through Universal Lifeline Service. For more information on Universal Lifeline Service call 1-800-446-5651 or visit our website of www.pacificbell.com/lifelineservice.

Three basic human needs: